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Airfields.  
Anywhere.
AGI’s portable airfield lighting systems are suitable to support 
strategic air operations from unconventional and unimproved 
surfaces. They are designed for quick deployment for both fixed 
and rotary wing operations and are robust enough for use at 
forward operating locations, on temporary and reserve airfields, 
to mark helicopter landing zones and where permanent airfield 
lighting systems have been compromised. 

AGI’s fully NATO compliant lighting systems have been utilised ‘in theatre’ globally 
and are currently in service with UK and NATO forces in many countries around the 
world.
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PRIDE AND PASSION SINCE 1915

AGI is an established British company, manufacturing instruments and systems for 
the defence and civil markets in over 50 countries worldwide.

Since its foundation in 1915, AGI has built up a reputation for high quality, well 
engineered products, crafting innovative products for technically demanding 
problems and environments, resulting in highly reliable, low cost of ownership 
solutions to ISO 9001 standards.

Strong in-house engineering and manufacturing capabilities at our Dorset facility 
and teams of highly qualified design engineers, technicians and draughtsmen 
create high technology products and systems to satisfy customer requirements.

AGI products are in use in over 50 countries, often destined for continuous use in 
harsh environments, where reliable operation is essential. Products include Aircraft 
Visual Landing Aids & Meteorological Systems.

In a world where cradle-to-grave support and system solutions are becoming 
the norm, AGI’s team of Customer Support Engineers provides the support 
services necessary throughout the life of the equipment, such as installation, 
commissioning, training and repair services.
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TALKIT is a lightweight, man 
portable tactical landing light 

system designed primarily for 
use by advancing military forces 

during their initial efforts to 
establish a minimal temporary 

landing zone or airstrip.

Tactical Airfield  
Lighting Kit

TALKIT GENIII

*Depending on local regulations

MILITARY LIGHTING SOLUTIONS 
THAT THRIVE IN THE FIELD 
The Tactical Airfield Lighting Kit (TALKIT) is a versatile 
man portable landing light system that allows fixed 
and rotary wing aircraft to identify landing areas or 
drop zones at night at distances of up to 4km.

Able to support overt and covert operations, the system 
contains up to 8 landing lights, each weighing less than 
1kg, which can be pre-programmed before deployment 
or controlled by the supplied Radio Controller.

KEY FEATURES

• Lightweight and man portable

• Designed for minimum size and weight

•  Supports covert (NVG) 
and overt operations

• Power saving LED light source

• Rechargeable lithium ion batteries

• Versatile charging options

•  Radio controlled up to 
4km* line of sight

• Operates between -40°C and +50°C

PORTABLE
The TALKIT is a lightweight, man 
portable airfield ground lighting 
system designed primarily for use 
by advancing military forces during 
their initial efforts to establish a 
temporary landing zone or airstrip.

RELIABLE
TALKIT is in use by military forces 
worldwide, including the Defence 
Ministries of multiple NATO countries 
and the United Nations.

VERSATILE
Supporting both overt and covert 
operations the TALKIT can be 
controlled manually or by radio and 
allows fixed or rotary wing aircraft 
to identify landing areas at night 
from distances of up to 4km*.

APPLICATIONS
These include establishing a minimal 
temporary landing zone or airstrip, 
marking refuelling or resupply areas and 
drop zones, search and rescue missions, 
route marking and evacuation points.

IR
output
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LIGHT UNIT  
(IN TRIPOD HOUSING)

Length 285mm
Diameter 70mm
Weight 1.5kgs
Footprint  350mm
Max height  400mm
Battery - Lithium Polymer 

LIGHT UNIT  
(STAND ALONE)

Length 265mm
Diameter 54mm
Weight 0.8kgs

COMPLETE SYSTEM  
(IN HARD CASE)

Length 515mm 
Width 450mm 
Height 230mm 
Weight 23.5kgs

MSU 
(CONTROL UNIT)

Length 170mm
Width 60mm
Height 35mm
Weight 0.4kgs 
Battery   Lithium Polymer 

        LIGHT UNITS

•  Rugged – Each light unit has been designed to withstand the 
harshest conditions and, at maximum intensity, both the visual and IR 
light outputs can be seen up to 4km*

• Operation – Radio or manual controlled

•  Versatile – Provides visual steady, flashing or rotating signal and 
IR light output. Lights may also be programmed, or for quick 
deployment a quick set mode is available

•  Run Time – Provides a minimum of 8 hours light at maximum 
intensity and rechargeable to 95% capacity in 8 hours  

        CARRY CASE

•  Durable – Carefully selected polypropylene Explorer case designed to 
withstand harsh conditions

 •  Compact – Carrying case contains built-in charger, tripods -housings, 
lights and all accessories with an overall laden weight of 25.5kgs

•  Charging – Built-in charger may be fed by universal AC power or 
12/24V DC supply and allows charging of all 8 lights simultaneously

PHYSICAL DATA

AVAILABLE 
ACCESSORIES

All accessories are 
tested to the same 
rigorous standards 
as the Talkit itself.

* Depending on terrain  
and climatic conditions

THE STANDARD TALKIT COMPRISES:

• Hard and soft transport cases 

• 8 x Light units

• 8 x Tripods

• Power supply
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Individual modules with example positioning as shown above
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OREL LED
Omni-directional runway edge light

RTEL LED
Runway threshold end light

1

REIL LED
Runway end identifier light

2
PG9

PAPI LED
Precision approach path indicator 

4

PG12

EXPAND YOUR 
CAPABIL IT Y
MOSKIT AT is a stand-alone portable airfield lighting system designed to 
support strategic air operations from unconventional and unimproved surfaces.

The LED runway edge lights, LED runway approach lights and LED PAPIs 
contained within the MOSKIT AT trailer can be deployed in 20 minutes to 
form a 1500m minimum operating strip as defined by NATO STANAG 3534.

The AT system is suitable for both fixed and rotary wing operations 
and is typically used at forward operating locations, on temporary and 
reserve airfields, to mark helicopter landing zones and where permanent 
airfield lighting systems are unavailable or have been damaged.

3

MOSKIT is in service with many countries around the world, these include 
NATO member states as well as non NATO allies. It was first operationally 
tested by the UK RAF in the Middle East during Operation Desert Storm 
and went on to support Operation Bolton throughout the enforcement 
of the no fly zones in Iraq. Later it was used in both Kosovo and Bosnia 
and also during evacuation missions in Sierra Leone and the Congo. 

Our online case studies section gives in depth examples 
of how the portable airfield lighting system has been used 
to support airfield operations throughout the world.

TESTED AND TRUSTED

PG9

PG9
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L I G H T I N G  K I T S

Kits incorporating multiple modules

2
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TALKIT
Tactical airfield lighting kit

5

MOSKIT AT
Minimum operating 
strip lighting kit

CABKIT
Cable kit for Moskit 
AT lighting kits

SALKIT
Supplementary airfield 
lighting kit

5

PG4 PG8 PG14 PG15
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THE COMPLETE MOBILE 
AIRFIELD SYSTEM 
Capitalising on AGI’s extensive experience 
of creating portable deployable Airfield 
Lighting Systems, the all new MOSKIT AT 
LED is a complete ground up redesign of the 
existing highly successful MOSKIT system.

MOSKIT is currently in service in many parts 
of the world and used extensively in theatres 
of operation such as Iraq and Afghanistan. 

MOSKIT AT LED is designed for use with AGI’s proprietary 
tactical trailer chassis. The new trailer chassis is designed for all 
terrain allowing towing speeds of up to 40mph off road. 

Lighting units contained within the MOSKIT AT LED use  
state-of-the-art High Power LED technology and a proprietary 
optical design giving greatly enhanced optical performance, with 
significantly improved operating times and field reliability.

Removable mission loads allow the trailer chassis or container to carry options 
for additional lighting allowing expansion into a larger and/or semi-permanent 
airfield by using the SALKIT AT LED and CABKIT AT LED mission loads.

OFFROAD
towable trailer*

RAPID
deployment

UNIVERSAL
power input

COMPLETE AIRFIELDS IN 20 MINUTES

PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
The MOSKIT AT trailer is large enough to hold up to 36 varying lighting units*

KEY FEATURES

•  New trailer chassis design allowing 
greater off road capability

•  Modular Design - MOSKIT AT LED 
mission load may be separated from 
the trailer chassis for transportation 
by other means if required or 
exchanged for a different mission kit

• Drop in charging capability

•  Charging via mains, generator 
and renewable energy sources

• Full stand alone capability

Interconnecting LED  
Minimum Operating Strip  
Airfield Ground Lighting  
Cable System

MOSKIT AT

*Images for reference only - models can be ugraded at any time
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OREL LED

OMNI-DIRECTIONAL 
RUNWAY EDGE LIGHT

REIL LED

RUNWAY END 
IDENTIFIER LIGHT

RTEL LED

RUNWAY THRESHOLD 
END LIGHT

APPLICATIONS

•  For remote airstrips where permanent lighting is not available
•  To provide lighting on alternate runways or emergency landing areas
•  To supplement the change to main lighting systems in the event of partial failure
•  To mark temporary taxiway and manoeuvring areas by day and night
•  To show the limits of obstructions and areas under repair by day and by night
• Covert airfields in military theatres

MOSKIT LIGHTING ELEMENTS

STANDARD 
SOLUTION

• All Terrain (AT Trailer) 
• Removable Mission Load
•   A combination of 36 runway 

lights - OREL / REIL 
• Battery Packs
• 1x 2Kw Diesel Generator
• 2x Jerry Can
• 1x Motorised Cable Drum
• 2x RCU (Radio Control Unit)
• 1x Portable Hilti Drill
• Junction Boxes
• Pedometer for Light Spacing
• OREL & PAPI Base Plates
• Ground Pegs
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Whether used in conjunction with the CALKIT LED 
trailer or standalone drop-in chargers, the Orel 
LED meets ICAO Annex 14 Vol 1 and FAA portable 
airfield lighting requirements to ensure operational 
compliance, while class-leading build quality ensures 
a low maintenance investment for your ground 
lighting requirements for many years to come.  

AGI’s new generation Orel LED is our flagship product, 
available in all major aviation colours for a range of 

airside applications with multiple intensities, flash 
modes, radio control and easy ‘drop-in’ charging.

The custom designed, state of the art LED light source 
and unique lens arrangement provides the Orel LED 
with efficiency which is second to none, providing 
unrivalled battery run times and highly efficient charging 
cycles resulting in a lowered total cost of ownership.

ADVANCED 
LED PORTABLE 
LIGHTING

OREL LED
OMNI-DIRECTIONAL RUNWAY EDGE LIGHT

KEY FEATURES

•  125cd omni-directional output (white 
only) – Full range of aviation colours

•  Portable at only 6.3kg. May be charged by either a 
dedicated freestanding charger or in CALKIT LED trailer

•  Run Time* –  
40hrs @ 125cd (White) 
120hrs @ 50cd (White) 
170hrs @ 25cd (White) 
440hrs @ 2cd (Blue) 
350hrs @ 10cd (Red) 
230hrs @ 15cd (Green) 
280hrs @ 5/15cd (Red/Green Split)

KEY SYSTEM FEATURES

 UNIQUE OPTICAL DESIGN 
Improved light efficiency and battery running time

 ERGONOMIC AND FUNCTIONAL FORM
Robust weatherproofing for endurance 
and efficient LED cooling

DROP-IN CHARGING
Quick and easy handling when charging 
is required for redeployment

OPTIONAL RADIO CONTROL WITH 
MESH NETWORK TECHNOLOGY
Remote operation from airfield or ATC tower

SEMI PERMANENT FIXING BASE
Stainless Steel fixing plates for secure 
fixing to ground (optional)

The new generation Orel LED is AGI’s flagship product, 
available in all major aviation colours for a range of 
airside applications with multiple intensities, flash 
modes, radio control and easy ‘drop-in’ charging.
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13,000+
UNITS SUPPLIED 

WORLDWIDE

REIL LED
RUNWAY END IDENTIFIER LIGHT

RTEL LED
RUNWAY THRESHOLD END LIGHT

KEY FEATURES

•  Compliant with FAA AC150 /5345-51B L-849 
Style E - 120 flashes per minute

•   Portable at only 8kg
•  May be charged by either a dedicated 

freestanding charger or in CALKIT LED trailer
•  Highly efficient state of the art LED light engine
•   Run Time* – 18hrs @ maximum intensity

KEY FEATURES

•  Like the Orel, the RTEL is available in 
Manual, Radio or Photocell control

•  Battery powered and portable at only 7kg 
•  May be charged by either a dedicated 

freestanding charger or in CALKIT LED trailer
•  Highly efficient state of the art LED light engine
•  Run Time* >200hrs @ maximum intensity

“ Orel LED lamps are a big step forward 
for the hospital and the Air Force in 
general. So far, the hospital didn’t use 
any lighting for their helipad and that 
narrowed the usefulness of their helipad”.

Aero Partner Director, KB Dubrava Hospital

The battery powered bi-directional threshold/stop end  
light utilises the latest in LED light engine technology and is 
built to comply with FAA 150/5345-46D L-861E standards.

Ergonomically constructed to endure all weather 
environments, the RTEL LED is the most capable 
battery powered model of its type. 

LED Runway End Identifier Lights (REILs) are located at 
each side of the runway at the approach end. The REIL LED 
system is used to identify the runway end or threshold 
of a visual or instrument non-precision runway.

Rapid ‘drop-in’ charging and extensive run times 
reduce management and maintenance costs, 
improving the total cost of ownership. 

*Under ideal conditions
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Using advanced LEDs and optical 
technology, the AGI Precision 
Approach Path Indicator (PAPI) LED 
provides a world leading, energy 
efficient and versatile PAPI system.

PAPI/APAPI
Precision Approach  
Path Indicator LED

AGI’s unique light engine and optical 
system delivers unrivalled battery 

run times and highly efficient 
charging cycles, resulting in a 

reduced total cost of ownership and 
a system that’s always at the ready.

APAPI

Using the most advanced LED and optical technology available, AGI’s PAPI LED provides a world leading energy 
efficient and versatile PAPI System. AGI’s unique light engine and optical system delivers unrivalled battery run times 
and highly efficient charging cycles, resulting in a reduced total cost of ownership and a low carbon footprint.

33
8m

m

907mm

30
4m

m

OUTSTANDING
build quality

20 MILE
max visibility

LONG
run times
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PAPI
The compact design of the units ensures high portability to allow 
rapid deployment at either end of the runway. AGI’s renowned 
outstanding build quality also ensures a low maintenance investment for your  
airside ground lighting requirements for many years to come. When used in conjunction with 
the Moskit AT LED trailer, the PAPI LED is designed to meet the photometric requirements 
for ICAO Annex 14 Vol 1 and FAA-E-3007 AC ensuring compliance for your facility.

KEY FEATURES

•  Unique optical design 
• Improved light efficiency and battery running time
• Compact, lightweight and rugged construction
•  APAPI (2 box) or full PAPI (4 box) systems available 

in manual and secure radio control options
• Provides system flexibility for various deployments
•  Powered from Portable PAPI battery packs or alternative 

sources Flexible power input options (Generator, solar,  
wind or mains 110 – 240 VAC etc.)

•  5 intensity adjustments and custom settings to 
meet multiple ICAO and FAA requirements

•  High capacity replaceable PAPI power 
control and battery pack as standard

•  Option to upgrade to ultra high capacity giving 
greatly extended running times per charge

•  Semi permanent galvanised steel frame or 
permanent FAA frangible mounts available

GLIDE PATH OPTIONS

PAPIs primarily assist by providing visual glide slope guidance 
in a non-precision approach environment. 

These systems have an effective visual range of at least 3 miles 
during the day and up to 20 miles at night. The row of light 
units is normally installed on the left side of the runway. 

Proper glide path  
angle of approach

Slightly high

Significantly high

Slighty low

Significantly low
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POWER AND EXTEND YOUR 
MOSKIT AT OPERATION 
CABKIT AT Trailer is used in conjunction with the 
MOSKIT AT portable airfield lighting system. 

It allows cable connection of the portable runway 
lights or portable taxiway lights deployed from the 
MOSKIT AT trailer to a generator or mains power source 
allowing extended periods of continuous operation. 

CONTINUOUS
power connection

CONTAINER
option available

108
units

By connecting the ORELs deployed from MOSKIT AT and SALKIT AT  
portable airfield lighting systems to a continuous power source CABKIT AT 
removes the need for them to be returned to the trailers for charging.  
Power can be supplied from the generators on the MOSKIT AT and  
CABKIT AT trailers, from a centrally located field generator or by mains power. 

Once CABKIT AT is in operation it will directly power the ORELs when 
they are in use or recharge their batteries when in stand by mode. 
In the event of a power outage or a lighting circuit failure the ORELs 
revert to battery power so that air operations are not affected.

CONTAINS

•  Cable reels and cable stakes

• Junction and sentry boxes

• Generator

Cable kit for extended MOSKIT AT 
portable airfield lighting use

CABKIT AT

KEY FEATURES

•  Allows MOSKIT AT portable 
airfield lighting systems to 
be deployed indefinitely

• Uses generator or mains power source

•  Can be trailer mounted 
or containerised
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In situations where the minimum runway specification provided by 
MOSKIT AT is not sufficient, SALKIT AT contains the additional edge 
lighting needed to expand MOSKIT AT’s potential by allowing:

• Closer spacing of runway edge lights
• Extended runways
• The marking of taxiways and parking areas

SALKIT AT
Supplementary airfield 

lighting kit

EXPAND YOUR  
MOSKIT AT IN MINUTES 
A trailer mounted, portable airfield 
lighting system containing NVG 
compatible portable edge lights which 
may be used independently or to expand 
the capability of the MOSKIT AT system.

CONTAINS

• 72 x Omni-directional edge lights

KEY FEATURES

•  NVG compatible

• Self supporting system

• Rapidly deployed

• Instant black-out capability

•  Can be transported by air and 
towed by military vehicles

DROP-IN
rapid charging

ROBUST
storage option

72
lights
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